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POLAVISION:“Immediately Visible Living Images”
Polavision is an instant motion-picture film system created by Edwin Land in 1977,
during his last years at the Polaroid Corporation. The Polavision package was comprised of the
Polavision Land Camera, PolavisionPhototape Cassette, and the Polavision Player. The entire
system was designed for use by amateur filmmakers, in the style of their already popular instant
still camera, the Land Camera, and SX-70 instant film. To give some context to this bygone
format, some background history of Polaroid Corporation is helpful.
Edwin Land was an ambitious and creative man, leaving Harvard after a year to begin
research for what would later become a lucrative business in light-polarizing products 1.Land
attracted enough investors with his idea for light-polarizing headlights to begin manufacturing
polarizing plastic sheets (under the title Polaroid Corporation), leading to a contract with the U.S.
Military to produce eyewear and other tactical equipment during WWII. It was during this time
that Polaroid began collaborating with Kodak, who recognized the many photographic
applications for light-polarizing material2. The end of the war signaled a need for innovation
within the company, leading to the creation of instant film, called SX-70, in 1947. This marked
another pivotal moment in the relationship between Kodak and Polaroid, with Polaroid
contracting with Kodak to produce the celluloid negative backing for their new instant film 3.
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After several years and continuous changes in company leadership on both sides,
Eastman Kodak changed their attitude in 1968 and became more competitive with Polaroid,
refusing to produce any more film for the SX-70 film stock unless given permission to use the
technology themselves to produce instant film. The relationship deteriorated from then on,
further worsened by the subsequent release of Kodak’s instant still cameras, EK4 & EK6, and
PR-10 film in 1976, during which time Polaroid was making finishing touches to their new
instant motion-picture film, Polavision. Polaroid immediately filed suit against Eastman Kodak
for patent infringement and thus began one of the longest and most expensive cases to date,
ending nearly ten years later with a substantial payout by Kodak to Polaroid 4.
The release of Polavision and combined sour dealings with Kodak marked a low-point
for the company, although they continued to flourish despite these difficulties. Polavision’s time
was short-lived enjoying only a modest following until its discontinuation in 19795. The format’s
downfall was most likely due to high production costs and slow sales, and the prior release of
Sony’s Betamax 6, in addition to the limiting nature of the format itself. The maximum length
was about 42ft (for about 2 minutes and 40 seconds of viewing time) 7there was no sound, and
the film stock required optimal filming conditions, with plenty of light, among other things. On
top of those drawbacks, the price of the package upon release was $675.00.The demise of
Polavision also contributed to the bankruptcy of Eumig 8, which Polaroid contracted to produce
all of the Polavision equipment.
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The Polavision Land Camera is a handheld camera with a 12.5-25mm manual zoom lens
for focus positions of either 6-12ft or 12ft to infinity 9. Exposure is automatic - non TTL CdS
Photocell (non through-the-lens, Cadmium Sulfer) that uses a light meter (f/1.8-22) powered by
the camera’s hand-grip trigger, and there is a socket for the optional TwiLight movie lamp
attachment. The viewfinder is a single-lens reflex that contains a light-level and ‘film-remaining’
indicator. The camera runs at a set speed of 18fps on four type AA alkaline batteries and includes
a battery-check button.A latch mechanism opens the door to the chamber in which the Phototape
cassette is inserted.
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With a film width of 8mm, frame size of 4.2 x 5.7 mm, and 8mm type-S perforations
(pitch, 0.1677”; perforations 0.045 x 0.036”), the Phototape is essentially black and white super8reversal film stock, with these innovations: The film base is imprinted with stripes of red, blue,
and green, in triplets, which act as filters to form an additive color process. The film is housed in
a 15 x 70 x 130 mm plastic cassette 10 that is then inserted into the Polavision Player for instant
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The film comes in several stocks: 608: additive color film,ASA 40, 38.5 ft.; 617 and 618:
B&W, panchromatic, ASA 125, 38.5ft.The 608 phototape was altered from its original black and

white form by a process of “stamping” the film with photosensitive dyes resulting in six layers: a
polyester base, an additive color screen, and alkalai guard or protective layer, a positive image,
negative image, and antihalation layer. Much like the lenticular Kodacolor, made by Eastman
Kodak from 1928 to 1932 11, which used lenticules (a layer of microscopic lenses arranged into a
grooved pattern) embossed onto film stock and a separate system of colored camera and
projection lenses, thePolavision additive color process uses the formation oftemporarylenticules
embossed onto the film’s polyester base layer. The film then goes through a process in which
portions of film’s photosensitive gelatin emulsion is exposed opposite the lenticules to form lines,
which are then colorized. The unexposed emulsion is removed in abath and a dye color is applied.
Between each exposure and dyeing step, an adhesive layer and new layer of photosensitive
gelatin are applied. The process is repeated for each color, resulting in consecutive, contiguous
rows of color 12. There are 180 colored lines per millimeter of film13. Edwin Land explains in
more technical detail:
“We form such a series of lines by lenticular exposure of a thin layer of dichromated
gelatin, wash away the unexposed gelatin, and dye the lines that remain. We repeat the process
to complete an untrafine array of alternating color stripes in the pattern of green, blue, red,
green, blue, red, and so forth. After the lenticules have been used to form lines they are
removed.”14
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In his article in Photographic Science and Engineering, “Introduction to Polavision”,
Land includes some useful images, one in particular which compares his process to the similar
Dufaycolor process, and shows the difference in granularity and precision evident in Polavision’s
technology:

Image credit: Edwin Land. Introduction to POlavision, p. 229.

The film is contained within a plastic cassette (not referred to as a cartridge). Housed in the
cassette are several mechanisms for development of the film. The film in an unused cassette
displays a label that reads “UNEXPOSED” , viewable through a small slot where the film is to
be exposed in the camera. Upon completion of exposure, the end of the reel is labeled
“EXPOSED”. The cassette is inserted into the Player, which causes two metal contacts to close a
circuit and initiate the development process: the rewinding motion unseals a reagent chamber,
releasing a thin layer (6.5-10 microns)of fluid (tetramethyl reductive acid) 15 over the film out of
a tiny nozzle, spread by the film’s movement over a capstan as it rewinds. At the end of this
process, a notch in the film triggers the pre-printed label on the film to read “RERUN” instead of
“EXPOSED”. Tension from rewinding pulls a metal plate that stops the process and starts a 45
second waiting period, which allows for the processing to complete and chemicals to stabilize.
The entire development process takes approximately 90 seconds, after which the cassette
automatically plays, rewinds, and ejects16.Joseph A. Stella, from Polaroid Corp., best describes
the exact development process undergone within the cassette (and how this unique development
technique achieves an immediately projectable film print) in a patent for a later adaption of the
Polavision cassette technology:
“When processed by coating the inner layer with a thin uniform layer of processing fluid or
liquid, the chemicals contained in the processing fluid permeate the inner layer to the emulsion
to develop exposed silver halide grains and render them essentially transparent. Unexposed
silver halide grains migrate by diffusion to the positive image-receiving interface at which they
are transformed into an opaque silver image in varying degrees of density. During and after
development of the images, the antihalation dyes in the inner layer are bleached to become
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colorless. The negative image in the emulsion is sufficiently low in covering power relative to the
positive image that the film strip may be viewed by projection of light in a direction proceeding
through the inner layer, the processed emulsion layer and the remaining positive image carrying
portions of the film strip and the color screen.” 17
The Polavision Player is the designated playback device, with a 12 inch plastic screen and
carrying handle. The image is viewed by rear projection within the player, which contains a 150
watt 21.5 volt DNF halogen lamp (100 W, 12V, EFP in European model). In addition to the
development system described above, insertion of the Phototape Cassette initiatesplayback,
during which the lamp shines through a prism within the cassette. The light “passes through a
Fresnel lens to make its rays parallel, then through a pair of cross lenticular screens that spread
the light horizontally and vertically to fill the average viewing angle required for viewing in a
home setting” 18.Within the player, the film inside the cassette at varying speeds: slow motion
(4,6,9 fps) and normal (18fps) 19. When the film finishes playing, the lamplight reaches a
photocell that sends a signal to turn the lamp off and rewind the film 20.
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Upon release of Polavision, there were mixed reactions to both filming and processing.
Some viewed it as a very clever and useful innovation; convenient and practical, with many
applications for teaching the basics of film production. The colors were reportedly bright,
saturated, and the picture sharp. Some even viewed the inability to edit the film (as it was
permanently attached to its cassette), as an opportunity to emphasize the importance of
preparation and planning a narrative storyline 21. This characteristic, however, was also one of
many drawbacks to this system, combined with circumstances within the photography and
motion-picture market at the time, that contributed to the failure of Polavision. To begin with,
Sony Betamax was released two years prior to Polavision, establishing video as a big contender
in the motion picture industry, particularly in regards to amateur filmmaking and news
production, which were both major targets of the Polavision products. As stated earlier, Kodak
attempted to release its own version of Polaroid’s already popular instant still film, and began
researching ways to develop instant motion picture film,but was sued by Edwin Land, who felt
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that the actions taken by Kodak were almost personal 22. For all intensive purposes, there was no
competitor in the same league as the Polavision system; television has already taken its place at
the forefront, and one might view Polavision as a kind of missing link, or bridge between the two
(especially in regards to its additive color system).
Another factor in its downfall was probably its poor image quality, with photography
critics noting a grainy, high contrast image (due to its dense composition from so many emulsion
layers) that could only be viewed when situated properly, at the perfect angle to the player’s
screen 23. Lenny Lipton, in Super8 Filmmaker, notes that the camera was loud, and the image
projected was very high contrast, with skin tones appearing washed out in most cases 24.A user
also had to be wary of ensuring the film was completely dry directly following the development
process, sometimes needing to play the film repeatedly to stabilize the emulsion or risk incurring
streaks, blotches, or bubbles onto the images 25. The cost of the system was also without a doubt a
major factor, and Polaroid eventually decided to write down the product. The retail price
continued dropping over the years from $675 in 1977 to $50 in 1983 26.
Video technology was about to change the entire the motion picture industry, monopolizing
the market for much of what Land hoped to sell in Polavision. Instantaneity, the primary quality
of Polavision that Land heralded as it’s biggest selling point was not as important to the market
as Land believed, and whatever importance people placed in it was treated to by the development
of video 27. At the same time, Japanese still camera companies were beginning to chip away at
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the market for instant photos, Polaroid core product line, offering easier to use cameras with the
high-quality image of 35mm, along with faster processing labs 28.
The vision that inspired Land to develop Polavision was both naive and innovative,
attempting to offer the tangible experience of moving-image creation while appealing to the
“ American modality of television” 29. Polaroid took a creative approach - if not somewhat oldfashioned- to marketing Polavision, sometimes doing door-to-door sales and in-home
demonstrations with families30.Polavision offered unique functional and creative applications
and was explored by many filmmakers, including Stan Brakhage and Andy Warhol. Charles and
Ray Eames were great proponents of Polavision, describing it as a medium that was well suited
to narrative filmmaking in its limitations, encouraging a more thought out and story-like
approach to making home movies. The Eames were even contracted to create a promotional film
entitled Polavision, before their series of PolavisionVignettes; Kite, Macbeth, Lucia: The Chase,
Bicycle, and Mask (1978) 31.
Considering its brief production, there remain many collections (however small) of
Phototape Cassettes that are in need of preservation. The format poses some interesting and
unique obstacles to this end, namely the Phototape’s existence within a cartridge, and the
question of whether to separate the film from its cartridge or not. To conduct a proper transfer of
a Polavision film onto another format (film, video, or digital), the film must be removed from its
cassette. The option of recording the image straight from the viewer seems less than ideal, given
the viewing experience is already subpar, if you happen to obtain a functioning Polavision Player
that will not destroy the films. The Players themselves are also problematic, as they must be
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completely dismantled in order to repair them, and very few people have the parts necessary to
do so. Elizabeth Czach, describes the interesting issue that arises when removing the films from
their cassettes, in that once you remove them, they cease to be Polavision films 32, but are unable
to be played in a normal super-8 film projector because of their density. Being super-8 film, they
are subject to the same environmental needs of regular polyester film, although the color may be
more stable due to the additive process.
It’s interesting to note that Polaroid stopped production of their instant film a few years ago,
but was recently brought back from the dead by the Impossible Project, which used their old
cameras and produced compatible film (admittedly lower quality, but they’re working on it).
Polaroid was rumored to be so protective of their patents that they wouldn’t allow another person
or company to use their development formulas to save Polaroid’s beloved instant film. They
have since opened up and started collaborating with Impossible, and a format that may have
become obsolete has been revived. The fact that instant images are essentially ubiquitous, since
the advent of digital photography, complicates the popularity of Polaroids film in particular.
There is something to be said for the tangible quality and iconic shape and look of Polaroid film.
With Polavision, Edwin Land was trying to offer a similar experience of motion pictures in a
way that hadn’t been done yet. If Edwin Land’s goal was to create something unique, he
succeeded, but the life and death of Polavision serves as evidence that novelty can only carry an
idea so far.
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